This paper is focusing on the townscape of the water front village in Thailand after the conservation and restoration campaign along the Amphawa Canal began in 2001. Beside of restaurants and souvenir shops, to promote water based community, the idea of homestay 's approach by community; the community collaboration in term of economic scale and regional scale, is to stimulating the use of traditional buildings along the canal and also to promote and present identity of water based living experience to visitors. The data was collecting by the interview concerning person in restoration project and users' point of view on the modification of the house to homestay. Motivation and initiated idea of private individuals, in accordance with sustainable eco-tourism concepts, are presented through the bottom up process on activities based model for cultural conservation, not only for conserve traditional building design, but also sustain and succeed local identity through traditional activities, cultural celebrations and local way of life in the water-based community.
1.
Even though follow the interview data, there has not been clearly controlled or subsidies support the modification of identity value of water based community in waterfront areas. These may affect to the changes of waterfront landscape. Furthermore, to control and maintain, survived and to protect the traditional water based community from many threatened by the Business and globalization, high competition of the accommodation which affects the images of the place, Still, it is essential to support protection activity especially in term of policy and regulations to protect the valuable places and important of culture material and maintenance, which is likely to limit in this community.
In conclusion, a case study of Amphawa canal community with the use of the activity model by homestay. The approach that show the important of the water-based way of life can be survive through the strong of community participation. However, from this paper, it would be possible to point out that there are challenges between economic scale and regional scale. As current situation, the economic scale to control for business base on ecotourism. Then, the regional scale to sustain and keep identity of the place. By these two scale, it can be said this is the success of homestay business in Amphawa. This could be another idea of cultural conservation on traditional community, not only for conserve traditional building design but also sustain and succeed local identity through the cultural activities, traditional celebrations and local way of life. 
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